The Case For Bus-Only Lanes on
Georgia Street
An Observational Study

About Slow Streets
Slow Streets is a Vancouver based Urban Design and Planning
group providing original evidence for people oriented streets.
We believe streets serve many uses beyond moving automobiles
quickly.
The Slow Street yields the best possible return on investment.
“Streets and sidewalks are a significant part of the public realm.”
(City of Vancouver, 2012, pg. 23)
Slow Streets is an approach that challenges what streets are for, and who they are for. A typical North
American city street has been designed to move the maximum number of automobiles through as
quickly as possible. Since streets are a public asset, does fast moving traffic bring the best return on our
investment? Slow Streets demonstrates through research that designing streets strictly for automobile
right-of-ways is ultimately harmful to cities. Therefore at Slow Streets we are calling for slower, more
inclusive streets that generate more value and a greater return on our investment.
Slow Streets flips the typical transportation hierarchy and prioritizes what are traditionally ‘slower modes’
over ‘faster modes’’. Slow Streets argues that prioritizing slower modes like walking, cycling, and transit
will yield a greater return on investment for taxpayers and municipalities. Slowing down our streets also
redefines their purpose, creating the potential for new uses other than mobility. Ultimately, streets are
multipurpose spaces for people and a platform for creating social and economic value.
A street is more than simply about moving automobiles. Reconsidering the use of streets can achieve
significant and positive impacts for cities. We believe these benefits are measurable and observable.
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Is expensive land being used efficiently
moving people in automobiles?

Executive Summary
At Slow Streets we believe in quick and effective results that are measurable and observable. We believe
in maximizing the utility of current infrastructure stock to achieve more efficient results. This project
evaluates one such cost effective option that would allow for increased mobility without increasing costs
significantly.
Vancouver has some of the highest
urban land values in the world.
Downtown Vancouver is where the
most expensive real estate is located
and is where the largest number of
people commute to and from daily.
Since streets form a significant part of
urban real estate, cities like Vancouver
must be strategic about how land is
allocated. At six lanes, Georgia Street
is one of the widest street in Downtown
Vancouver, serving as a direct transit
corridor connection between downtown
Vancouver, various SkyTrain rapid
transit services and the cities of West
and North Vancouver.

Hierarchy of Modes
1. Walking
2. Cycling
3. Public Transit
4. Shared Vehicles
5. Private Vehicles

With only one westbound HOV lane at evening peak hours, Georgia Street is designed to move automobiles
rather than people. Buses carrying large volumes of people mix with automobiles, resulting in significant
time travel delays. We believe that we can move more people by using simple cost effective solutions to
reallocate road space on the street, without requiring significant capital or time for planning.

We need to deliver results and generate value today, not tomorrow.
We need short term solutions that can achieve long term change.
A bus only lane on Georgia St. will:
1. Move more people quickly and reduce lost time.
2. Foster a more pleasant place to walk, cycle, shop or stay.
3. Improve safety for people driving, walking, cycling & using transit.

Downtown Buses Move People
Downtown Vancouver with its mix of residential, commercial and retails uses serves as a multi-purpose
destination and high trip and activity generator. There are 36 routes that service Downtown Vancouver
with over 87 million trips annually. Despite this large volume of trips there are few dedicated bus only
lane ways.

87
million
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There are 36 routes
that service Downtown
Vancouver with over
87 million trips annually.

Study Site: Georgia Street
This report focuses specifically on the Georgia Street corridor, part of the Provincially controlled Highway
99. Georgia Street is serviced by 11 transit routes which carry over 14 million trips annually (Routes:
240, 241, 242, 246, 247, 250, 253, 254, 257, 258 & 19). This is the third highest trip volume on any
corridor downtown, accounting for 16% of all trips that the downtown routes service (Translink, 2015).
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*Observation Methodology
To determine the travel delay impacts of buses, Slow Streets observed the interactions of buses and
cars on Georgia Street at various intersections during peak hours when traffic is busiest. During rush
hour, there is greater potential for delay as buses must compete with private vehicles for precious road
space. In order to provide data on travel delay impacts, Slow Streets conducted observations of 44
buses on two different days over one-hour periods between 5 pm and 6 pm in July 2015. This provides
a snapshot of the time travel delay impacts experienced by buses on Georgia St.
Our observation methodology consisted of timing how long it took a bus to pass through one 200m
block once it was delayed by private automobiles.When a bus came to a complete stop we began to
time the delay using a stopwatch. Once the bus successfully cleared the intersection at the opposite
end of the block, we stopped timing the delay. We used video camera footage to subjectively assess the
bus capacity. Our observations also consisted of recording when, where and why a bus could not pass
through the block.

Slow Streets conducted original research through a public
space observation of Georgia St. at Burrard St. and Howe St.
Throughout this report findings originating from original Slow
Streets research will be marked with

*
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Key Findings

Based on observing 44 buses on Georgia St. over two separate one hour samples at Burrard St. and
Howe St., the average delay recorded for a bus to travel just one block was 2 minutes. However the
delays were sometimes as long as 5 minutes. Traffic congestion was also causing buses to bunch, which
eliminates the high bus frequency service and the spontaneity afforded by consistency. On average
the buses were 76% full. Per block the lack of transit separation on Georgia St. is potentially costing
$150,932 lost equivalent income per year (based on 250 working days, see appendix for assumptions).
It must be noted these numbers are conservative estimates only based on one block in single direction
for one hour of the day. The true costs in lost time and equivalent income could be significantly higher.

Average bus
delay was

2

minutes

Max bus
delay was

5

minutes

The lack of rush hour transit separation
on Georgia St. is potentially costing

$150,932

lost income per block per year.
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What’s The Hold Up?

Based on our observations, the buses were delayed primarily by right turning vehicles in the curbside
lane. Due to the high volumes of people walking (Georgia St. sees up to 16,000 people walking per day
(City of Vancouver, 2013)), right turning vehicles are often held up for a significant portion of the light
signalization. This essentially removes the capacity of one entire lane of roadway, since it cannot move
traffic. As a solution, Slow Streets recommends restricting right turns at specific blocks and introducing
phased right-turn signalization at others.
The buses operating on Georgia St. move 1,300 peak load hour passenger trips (TransLink, 2015).
According to research, a similar lane moving only private vehicles can only at best move 700 people
per hour (Litman, 2014). Therefore to maximize mobility, move more people and protect investments in
transit, it is in Vancouver’s best interest to dedicate the curbside lane only for transit vehicles.

Georgia St.
buses move

1,300

peak hour
load trips

To maximize mobility, move more people and protect investments in
transit, it is in Vancouver’s best interest to dedicate the curbside
lane only for transit vehicles.
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What’s The Hold Up? Right Turning Vehicles
Buses are
held up
by several
vehicles
A right turning
vehicle cannot
proceed due to
large volumes
of people
The bus
immediately
changes
lanes once
clear

How To Prioritize Rapid Bus Movement?
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According to the Institute for Transportation and Development Policy, there are 3 important components
applicable for a busway prioritization:

1 Dedicated Right-of-Way

Probably the most critical aspect of Bus Rapid Transit is assuring a dedicated right of way for
buses. This ensures that bus movement will not be inhibited by vehicle congestion.

2 Off-Board Fare Collection
A significant contributor to bus delay is fare collection. Often times, long queues of riders
fumbling for change or fare cards can impede the efficiency of bus movement. Fully implemented
Bus Rapid Transit systems mimic rail transit systems by requiring patrons to pay for their fare
before boarding either through turnstiles or kiosks. This can have significant time savings.

3 Signal Prioritization

Signal prioritization and coordination provides buses with the largest amount of green signal
time as possible (ITDP, 2015). Other measures include prohibiting right turns and traffic signal
priorities.
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When Is A Bus-Only Lane Warranted?
According to Todd Litman of the Victoria Transport Policy Institute, a bus-only lane is warranted when
ridership reaches a certain level during peak-hours. Buses carry more people than private automobiles,
so by prioritizing bus movement more people can be moved. According to Litman’s research, a bus only
lane is warranted at the following ridership levels:

800 peak hour passengers
(about 20 buses)
Grade separated 1,800 peak hour passengers
highways:
(about 30 buses)
Surface streets:

Source: Litman, 2015c
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(Source: (Translink, 2014)

Why
Prioritize
Rapid Bus
Movement?
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High Volumes of People Walking Downtown

16,000

people walking on
Georgia St. daily

According to the Transportation 2040 Plan, the safety and comfort of people walking are to be prioritized
first in Vancouver’s mobility hierarchy. Regardless of our preferred mode of travel, every trip at some
point involves walking. Georgia Street in particular hosts an average volume of 16,544 people per
day between 10AM and 6PM (E of Hornby, 800 block) (City of Vancouver, 2013). This is significant as
the number of people walking in Downtown Vancouver far outnumbers the number of cars on most
Downtown Vancouver streets. The relationship between walking and transit use is particularly prominent
in Downtown Vancouver, where 40% of people walking surveyed Downtown stated transit was used at
some point during their trip (City of Vancouver, 2013).

40%

*

Of people walking Downtown
use transit during their trip.
Sound Matters

Vehicular traffic and congestion creates significant noise impacts. This erodes the quality of the sidewalk
experience for people walking. Georgia Street has extremely high quantities of people walking and
Georgia Street’s quality of place is eroded by the large number of vehicles. Placing a bus only lane
next to the sidewalk will place vehicle traffic further away from the curb, reducing the noise people
experience while using the sidewalk. The average noise recordings taken at Georgia St. and Burrard St.
were 80dB, which sounds like a garbage disposal.

80dB

Sounds like a
Garbage Disposal

Improve Safety For Walking Downtown
Georgia Street resembles an urban freeway, with a design that is dangerous for people. According to
ICBC data from 2009 - 2013, 72 people were struck by motor vehicles on Georgia Street. Previous Slow
Streets research found a relationship between higher number of automobile related collisions and
wider streets. The high number of collisions is no surprise on one of Downtown’s widest street.

72

people walking were struck by a vehicle
on Georgia St. (2009-2013) Source: (ICBC, 2014)

Bus Rapid Transit Improves Safety

40%
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“On average, BRTs in the Latin American context
have contributed to a reduction in fatalities
and injuries of over 40% on the streets where
(King et al., 2013)
they were implemented.”

Building More Won’t Solve Congestion
Boston’s‘Big Dig’ was
over budget by

$11 Billion

Seattle’s Alaskan Highway
tunnel is already delayed

2 Years

Congestion has far reaching social, economic and environmental impacts for everyone. You could build
a tunnel, but ask Boston and Seattle how that went. Cities around the world are tearing down freeways
due to prohibitive maintenance life-cycle costs. If you can’t create more land in built-out cities, the only
option is to use space more efficiently. Public transit, compared to automobiles, is a more efficient way
of moving people using 18 times less space. Improving bus travel on Georgia Street will help increase
personal mobility options. This will also help people driving since there will be fewer cars on the road.

What Would it Look Like if Cars Replaced Buses on Georgia St.?

Implementing Bus Rapid Transit
Many civic projects take years to reach fruition and fail to address the issues that urban areas face
today. To maximize cost-savings and to achieve immediate results, Slow Streets calls for developing a
Bus Rapid Transit corridor on Georgia St. incrementally. Not only will this allow for greater flexibility, but it
will require less political and financial capital at the outset. Incremental implementation permits drivers
to adapt and adjust their routes more gradually rather than immediately.

Short Term Solutions
Bus Only Lanes

Most critically, Georgia Street needs two dedicated bus-only lanes, east and west. Our observations
revealed that the main contributor to time travel delays is that buses must change lanes frequently to
access bus stops and to avoid being delayed behind traffic. A dedicated, bus-only lane will result in 10%
travel time savings for buses immediately (Litman, 2015c).

New York City: Bus-Only Lanes
“City transportation commissioner Polly Trottenberg testified that the city’s seven select bus service
lines boosted bus ridership by 10 percent in their respective corridors and cut travel times between 15
and 23 percent. ” (Giambusso, 2015)

Bus ridership
increased by
16

10%

Travel times
were cut by

15-23%

Medium Term Solutions
Signalization
One of the biggest barriers for more efficient bus movement on Georgia St. are right turning vehicles
in the curbside lane. To avoid being delayed by right turning vehicles, buses had to transfer from the
centre lane to the curb in order to access the bus stop. According to a report by New York City to improve
traffic flow, safety and transit efficiency it is recommended to restrict right turns on Georgia or introduce
signalization to phase right hand turns in a controlled manner (NYCDOT, 2013). Since it is estimated
that traffic signal priority changes will cost $30,000 per intersection, this would have to be considered
a medium term change (TRB, 2011). Of course costs can be reduced by restricting right turns, which is
a low cost solution using simple signs and low cost barriers.

All-Door Boarding & Off-Board Fare Systems

Coin based fare collection machines cost as low as $7,000 a machine in NYC (Transportation Research Board, 2012)

In the medium term, an off-board fare payment system should be implemented with all door boarding
and alighting. By accepting payments on the sidewalk and allowing all door boarding, significant travel
time savings can be achieved. When a driver must verify the payment of every single patron significant
boarding and alighting delays result.

All-Door Boarding Saves Time

50%

(McCarthy,
2015)

In L.A. a recent test of all-door
boarding at two stops of its 720 Rapid
line saw boarding times halved from
60 to 30 seconds.

40%

(SFMTA,
2014)

San Francisco started all-door
boardings for buses in 2012, not only
did waiting times decrease 40% but
fare evasion also decreased.

Long Term Solutions

A fully articulated, Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system is the ultimate goal in the long term. Full BRT systems
feature street-level platforms, off-board fare systems, signal prioritization and other features that
emulate Light Rail Transit services. This should be implemented only if financially warranted.

Los Angeles Orange Line

14%
(NBRTI, 2007)

In December 2005, the California Center for Innovative
Transportation (CCIT) analyzed the impact of the Orange
Line on US 101 peak hour commutes. CCIT found since the
opening of the Orange Line, total time stuck in congestion
had dropped by about 14 percent.

Bus Rapid Systems Save

13-52 minutes each trip

Full Bus Rapid Transit systems with dedicated bus only lanes, off-board fare systems and
all-door loading have been found to save commuters anywhere between 13 to 52 minutes
each trip.

(VTPI, 2015)
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Conclusion
In the Spring of 2015 the public turned down a plebiscite requesting new funding sources for transit
improvement and expansion projects. The City of Vancouver is now forced to do more with less funding. It
would be irresponsible to wait for the proper funding, when we can achieve the same results using lighter
materials that can be implemented quickly and cost effectively. These solutions achieve immediate,
measurable results and once the funding is in place they can be replaced with more permanent solutions.
At Slow Streets we call for maximizing the use of existing infrastructure stock to achieve more efficient
results. “The Case For A Bus Only Lane On Georgia Street” report provides original data and evidence
for two bus-only lanes on Georgia Street. Vancouver has some of the most expensive real estate in the
world. Georgia St. as a public asset, should be used in a way that maximizes the return on investments.
At the moment, Georgia Street is clogged up with inefficient vehicle movement to the point that buses
are delayed on average by 2 minutes on a single block. This is a poor return on investment, since buses
use 18 times less space for the same number of people in automobiles. In the short term, simply
dedicating a lane for bus travel is a low cost solution that can be implemented within a year. Over the
long term, incremental improvements towards to a fully articulated bus rapid transit system would help
move more people through Downtown Vancouver creating a greater return on transit investments.

The average bus delay per
block on Georgia St. was

2 minutes

A Bus-Only Lane Would:
Reduce overall
trip times by

10%

& Lower noise levels
at the sidewalk

All-Door Boarding & Off-Board Fares:
Reduce boarding
times by

Reduce overall
trip times by:

Reduce deaths
and injuries by:

40-50% 14-23% 40%
Lower Fare
Evasion

&

Increase
ridership by

10%
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Appendix
Downtown Bus Route Data

Source: (TransLink, 2015)
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Georgia St. Observation Raw Data

Assumptions For Lost Income
*According to TransLink a 12 meter low floor bus can hold 55 people (Translink, 2004). According to
Statistics Canada, Metro Vancouver’s median individual income in 2011 was $41,031 per year or a
$19.73 hourly wage (based on 40 hour working weeks) (Statistics Canada, 2013). Based on these stats
and assuming there were 919 people per hour using the buses on Georgia St. in just one direction, the
lack of dedicated transit routes costs 1838 minutes (or 30.6 hours) in lost time. This accounts for a
cumulative $603.73 per hour in lost wages per block.
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